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Abstract – Surface electromyography (sEMG) can directly reflect
as curves and boundaries [6], [7]. Each convolution kernel can
human neuromuscular activity, so sEMG is used to track and
be used as a feature recognizer, and the feature map from the
identify human joint movement in the field of rehabilitation
previous layer can be calculated by the convolution kernel
medical engineering. For a large number of sEMG graphs, the
according to the set step size and filling method for each feature
results of using traditional classifiers to process the results are
[8]. Doing so reduces network parameters through local
unsatisfactory. Using large classic convolution neural network
connections and parameter sharing [9].
(CNN) to process for a long time will cause a large delay in the
The main functions of the pooling layer are reflected in
control process. In order to make up for the shortcomings and
four aspects: reducing the redundancy of feature information
deficiencies, the paper uses lightweight CNN to effectively classify
and suppressing interference, increasing the scale invariance
and predict a large number of sEMGs in different parts. Since a
lightweight network is used, low latency can be achieved for
and rotation invariance of the model, reducing the
control effects. Theoretically, a training model with strong realcomputational complexity of the model, and finally preventing
time performance and high accuracy can be achieved, and it also
overfitting [12], [13]. For a model, the main pressure with many
has a considerable effect in the control process.
parameters comes from the fully connected layer. In order to
reduce the huge parameters brought by the fully connected layer,
Index Terms - Rehabilitation training. Surface EMG. Convolution
the convolutional layer before the global average pooling is
neural network.
combined with the convolution layer to replace the fully
connected layer [14]. The final result shows that the use of
global average pooling has the obvious effect of having fewer
I. INTRODUCTION
training parameters and shorter training time than the fully
Hemiplegic patients are usually caused by stroke and other
connected layer, and the recognition accuracy is also higher
brain diseases, which may lead to partial loss of daily living
than that of the fully connected layer, but it is not very obvious
ability of most patients, thereby increasing the burden on
[21], [25], [27].
families and society [1], [2]. Upper limb function is the most
In our previous research, Zhibin Song [15] proposed an
important for many ADLs. Improving the upper limbs' ability
improved weighted peaks method to process the filtered sEMG
after brain injury requires early intensive treatment [3]. In
signals from the biceps muscle and adapted linear fitting
medical practice, medical rehabilitation robots are mainly used
method to obtain the elbow motion in sagittal plane. Zhenyu
to restore the function of the limb movement system [4]. In
Wang [16] utilized the multi-scale entropy and moving-window
recent years, surface electromyography (sEMG) as a control
method to reveal the elbow motion information hidden in the
source for friendly human-computer interaction in
filtered sEMG signals from the biceps muscle. Xuan Song [17],
rehabilitation systems has been widely used in motion
[22] utilized a novel method Ensemble Empirical Mode
recognition because of its ability to reflect muscle
Decomposition (EEMD) to process the raw sEMG signals and
neuromuscular activity [5]. By preprocessing the collected
the continuous posture of elbow flexion and extension were
surface electromyography signals (sEMG) to obtain a feature
recognized based on this method [23]. This paper is to reuse the
map that can be input to the network, the convolutional neural
deep learning convolutional neural network to perform feature
network is used to operate the feature map to obtain efficient
extraction and classification tasks on surface EMG signals, to
and accurate classification [22], [24].
achieve model training under offline conditions, and to find the
Convolutional neural network (CNN) workflow: the preoptimal training model. Thus, the offline model is applied to
processed sEMG signal map is passed to the model, the nononline control [18], [19].
linear unit (activation function) is introduced through the
This paper will obtain the surface electromyography
convolution layer, and the number of features to be extracted is
signals of the upper limbs with obvious restoration of health and
reduced by the pooling layer, and Global average pooling, and
complete health, to guide the rehabilitation robot to assist the
finally get the result [10], [11].
hemiplegic upper limbs for rehabilitation training. Based on
The convolutional layer recognizes features by setting the
previous research, this article mainly did the following work:
size of the convolution kernel, mainly to identify features such
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First, according to the uneven nature of data collection, it
was decided to use different model integration methods for
training, and the best performance during training through
model integration technology. The effect parameters are saved
to obtain the optimal model. The second is pattern recognition
of movement. It not only avoids the unreliability of a single
accuracy index on unbalanced data, but also solves the real-time
control system. In this paper, CNN is used to train and save the
optimal model through the offline model training of EMG on
the EMG signals of different parts of the upper limb, which can
achieve online real-time control to verify the training effect of
the model.
II. METHOD
A. sEMG signal preprocessing
In order to train the model to quickly find the local optimum of
the model, this paper normalizes the collected surface
myoelectric signal (sEMG) according to the following formulas
(1) to (2) to obtain a data form that meets the standard normal
distribution. That is, the mean is 0 and the variance is 1. Where
 is the mean and  is the standard deviation. The purpose of
normalizing the data before inputting the data into the model is
to make the features in the feature vectors not much different.
Speeding up the training speed is to make the entire loop more
like a perfect circle rather than an ellipse, and the gradient
descent toward the lowest point. Faster, may improve training
accuracy.

1 n
 xi
n i =1
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B. Unbalanced data model training
There are four processing methods for the unbalanced data
and processing methods of the data set, selecting the correct
evaluation model index, resampling the training data,
integrating different models and redesigning the appropriate
cost function. Because the number of patient data sets is much
smaller than that of healthy people, this paper adopts the
method of integrating different models for this data imbalance
data set. At present, there are 5,000 sEMG signal pictures of
patients in the data preparation work, and the data set of healthy
people reaches more than 40,000, which is a very uneven data
set. Because the data set of the healthy person is about 8 times
as much as the patient data set, after the data processing method,
it is decided to divide it into 8:1 according to the ratio of healthy
person data and patient data, as shown in Figure 1. In this
process, the patient data set and one of the 8 healthy person data
sets after stratified sampling will be used for training to obtain
similar 8 different models. Use patient data and each piece of
healthy person data are used for model training, and then the
best model effect is selected through an integrated method.
Random stratified sampling of the measured data set of
healthy persons is divided into 8 data sets that are similar in size
to the patient data set, and 8 similar models can be trained by
importing the data into the model, and the optimal parameters
are selected from these models respectively Parameters as the
final model parameters. Among them, the accuracy rate is still
used as the evaluation model index, and the choice of
resampling data set is limited, so the method of integrating
different models is selecte

Fig. 1. Integration of different models
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Fig. 2. Build model structure

C. Model
The lightweight CNN used in this article is based on the
research of GhostNet by Huawei Noah's Ark Laboratory. The
basic parameters of the data set of this article are selected by
changing the convolution and the number and step size. Based
on the deep learning framework tensorflow, the training model
structure is built as follows Figure 2 shows.
The size of the data picture is processed to a size of
224x224x3, and the pixel feature is converted into a feature map
of size 7x7x320 through the operation of the convolution layer
and the pooling layer. The activation function used is ReLU.
Because the network uses Batch Normalization to avoid
overfitting, the dropout layer is not used in the back, and the
loss function does not use regularization. Then use the global
average pooling layer to transform the features into one
dimension, use a convolutional layer with a convolution kernel
size of 1x1, and finally use the softmax activation function as
the final layer to obtain the classification result.

in Table 1. The delay is short, the accuracy is high, and the
result of overfitting does not occur.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Fig. 3. Model evaluation index

According to the training results shown in Table 1, it
shows the time consumption of the model, the loss value and
the accurate removal rate on the training set, and the loss value
and the accurate removal rate on the test set. It can be clearly
seen that the model is feasible, and the processing time is only
a short delay of two and a half minutes to meet the requirements.
According to the two accuracy rates, it can be seen that the
model has not been over-fitted, so there is no need to add
dropout layers and regular terms.
Draw the training results of the second model among the
eight models as shown in Figure 3, and compare the loss
function and accuracy on the training set and the test set. Due
to data reasons, there may be bad models, such as overfitting.
This is due to the imbalance of data, so this paper chooses the
method of integrating different models to extract the optimal
parameters in each training model. The final effect is as shown

TABLE I
The evaluation indicators of the model
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CNN Model
Train Accuracy

0.8955

Test Accuracy

0.8783

Time

152.0025s

Train Loss

0.16006

Test Loss

0.60017

technologies are used on mobile devices. The choice in this
article is to design an efficient and lightweight network model.
TABLE Ⅱ
Model Comparison

Fig. 4. The confusion matrix for classification prediction

The five movements are arbitrarily named as wrist internal
rotation ‘Wrist_joint_01’, wrist extension ‘Wrist_joint_02’,
wrist joint rotation ‘Wrist_joint_03’, elbow joint
‘Elbow_joint_01’ and elbow joint extension ‘Elbow_joint_02’.
Obtaining the confusion matrix is shown in Figure 4. For the
imbalanced data training model, if the model training is directly
performed, classification errors may occur, that is to say, a
single accuracy rate is not reliable as an evaluation index.
According to the confusion matrix, it can be understood that
there are erroneous classifications of each category, especially
the extension of the elbow joint, which leads to a large amount
of information classification errors due to the small amount of
data of the patient. It can almost be predicted that the wrist joint
rotation ‘Probe’. Therefore, it is an effective and feasible
method to integrate different models.
According to the confusion matrix, the accuracy of the
model is not very high, especially the movement of the elbow
joint. The accuracy is greatly affected by the extraction of the
selected EMG signal channel, but it can be achieved in the
laboratory data. The accuracy rate is over 90%. It may not be
very intuitive from the data. Assuming that when a person uses
an exoskeleton robot, the number of trainings here is as much
as tens of thousands of times or even hundreds of thousands of
actions, then a 10% error rate may have thousands or even tens
of thousands of misidentified actions. This may be a great
hidden danger in actual operation. The focus of this article is to
identify actions online, so response time is an important
indicator to measure the model.
Timeliness is the innovative point proposed in this paper.
After preprocessing the collected signals, the training of the
network model is completed in offline mode, so timeconsuming has become one of the indispensable indicators of
the model. Therefore, the model in this paper is referring to the
VGG network model, but the number of convolutional layers
and the number of layers are changed, the convolutional layer
is reduced, and the number of convolutional kernels is halved.
Therefore, the training speed of the VGG model is relatively
reduced in time. As shown in Table 3, the training time of the
network used in this article is only about one-third of its VGG16.
To a large extent, this problem can accelerate timeliness. With
the development of deep learning networks, more and more

Accuracy

Time

VGG16

0.8750

15min

ResNet

0.8412

11min

Mymodel

0.8783

152.0025s

Through this experiment, this model can be applied to the
environment of online real-time application. In comparison, the
number of convolution kernels per layer can be reduced to one
third of the total number of parameters. From the point of view
of the parameter size of the model, the total number of
parameters of the model of more than 80M in this paper is
approximately one-third compared to the total number of other
network parameters. According to the results, the timeconsuming situation of this model is not only the shortest and
the fastest in response, but also the accuracy of the network
model is the highest. The main reason is that Batch
Normalization (BN) is used in the network. The selection of a
relatively large initial learning rate can speed up the training
speed. The addition of the BN layer can effectively avoid
overfitting, so that the training effect performance on the test
set, the results are not very good. In summary, the experimental
scheme proposed in this article is feasible and effective.
The process of this experiment and the particularity of the
data source caused the ratio of data to be unsatisfactory.
Therefore, the choice of treatment method is to have two
options. The first is data enhancement technology, and the
second is to select different model evaluation indicators and use
multiple models to compare training. This article uses the
second method. Although data enhancement technology has a
good prospect and scope of application, according to the
amount of data and model comparison, the choice is to use
multiple models to compare results.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an offline model that is effective for motion
recognition is trained by the surface electromyography signal
(sEMG) between the patient and the healthy person. According
to the principle of offline model training, an online real-time
control system is obtained. The data processing time combined
with offline model training can roughly infer the length of the
online delay of the model. This article uses a portable
convolutional neural network. The use of Batch Normalization
will reduce the training overfitting of the model, and the
phenomenon of data imbalance is also improved through the
integration of different models. By drawing a confusion matrix
to understand how much data has classification errors, a single
accuracy rate is unreliable. According to the training results of
the model, it is seen that the delay is within the tolerable range.
Therefore, the use of portable convolutional neural networks is
feasible in pattern recognition and has portability, higher
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accuracy, and faster training speed. For model training on
positive and negative data, choose a better trained model. Use a
better performing model and save the training parameters.
According to the training results of this experiment, it is clear
that the lightweight model network can not only alleviate the
hardware requirements of the computer, but also speed up the
training speed and reduce the response time. Being able to give
subjects’ feelings accurately and in real time can provide a more
powerful basis for model deployment.
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